Nassima

Price
Builder
Year
Beam
Guests
Max Speed
Fuel Consumption

€ 200,000
Acico
2012
9m
12
18 kts
360.00 litres/hr

Ref
Type
Length
Crew
Cabins
Cruise Speed

YV166
Megayacht
49m
10
0
14 kts

One of the meanings of NASSIMA is love…….
A brand New Acico Superyacht with her contemporary classic design, superb comfort and exceptional performance which,
thanks to her thoughtful design and professional crew, NASSIMA certainly turns heads wherever she goes.
The interior boasts a warm, modern design combining cosiness with grand luxury and contemporary class. Crème carpeting,
dark wooden ﬂooring, cabinets, tables, ceiling panes form the main ingredients of the colour scheme with touches of gold
added throughout. The lines are minimal and modern, the colours warm and the materials subtle and elegant.
Having a beautiful full length aquarium that acts as a division Between the saloon and aft deck, the surrounding
environment of the Ocean is brought to life on board, one of the many surprises that Nassima has to oﬀer.
Nassima’s main saloon consists of a lounge area with large and inviting comfortable sofas and light grey pouf centered
around a minimalistic table of wood and marble. Separated by a low central cabinet is the forward formal dining area with a
rectangular table seating a total of 12 (3 each side).
For those guests that are feeling energetic they will be delighted to discover the fully equipped gymnasium forward on this
deck. Designed by a professional trainer and ﬁtted with cutting edge technology this is a fabulous addition.
A relaxing warm ambiance, blending soft luxury materials with light natural tones and modern shapes create luxurious,
luminous and modern areas for the sumptuous accommodation for up to 12 guests in 6 staterooms.
A unique master stateroom is located aft on the bridge deck. This secluded haven boosts extraordinary privacy and

panoramic views can be exclusively enjoyed courtesy of the large surrounding windows complimented by private lounge and
oﬃce area and a spacious adjacent ensuite.
On the lower deck is located the full beam VIP stateroom with lounge area and large ensuite. 2 double cabins and 2 twin
bedded cabins all with the ensuite facilities.
Out of doors, NASSIMA’S sundeck is the highlight of design and incorporates a large central circular bar which is perfect for
those informal “al fresco” lunches and cocktails parties. Aft on this deck is a further dining area and an ample sunbathing
area forward allowing the guests to drift throughout the day enjoying the ﬁnest cuisine and service in great privacy with the
minimum of eﬀort.
NASSIMA is well-equipped with an abundance of water toys for endless hours of fun on or below the waves, under the
watchful eye of the crew. Guests can go for a ride on the wave runners, try the fabulous “Seabobs”, water-ski or wakeboard
behind the fast tender; take a hair-raising trip on one of the inﬂatables; enjoy the underwater world by snorkelling.
NASSIMA’S crew are always available with the tender to take guests ashore.
Oﬀering a host of opportunities for guests to wind down in warm and welcoming ambiance in some of the most stunning
cruising grounds, you will love NASSIMA.
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